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BrillenEyes ’ success in private

label doesn ’t just stem from

distinctive eyewear, but also from

the joint partnerships formed 

with its customers. 

 

BrillenEyes is dedicated to

making your private label

collection a profitable and

turnkey solution.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For more information on how your
office can benefit from BrillenEyes' 

 Private Label, contact:
 

 

 BRILLENEYES: PRIVATE LABEL

DESIGN. DEVELOPMENT. MANUFACTURING



BRAND RECOGNITION OWNERSHIP

BrillenEyes  is  able  to  focus  on  private

label  offerings  to  individual  offices,  small

to  medium  sized  OD/MD  groups,  and

large  retail  chains  with  our  own  design

and  sourcing  staff  in  our  US  and  German

offices,

 

BrillenEyes  has  several  private  label

options  for  unique  and  diverse  markets.  

Private  label  selections  can  be  based  on

small  quantities  of  an  existing  collection

to  a  fully  customized  collection

determined  by  your  demographic,

creativity  and  budget.

 

By  creating  your  own  collection,  you  give

yourself  brand  recognition,  ownership,

customer  loyalty  and  exclusivity,  all  while

being  able  to  provide  quality  product  with

simple  and  transparent  pricing  that  can ’t

be  purchased  online  or  at  local

competitors..

 

Our  customers  enjoy  being  a  part  of  the

design  and  conceptualization  of  their

collection.

 

Choose  from  top-selling  styles

Perfect  balance  of  design,  functionality,

and  affordability

Collection  includes  acetate,  titanium,

and  memory  metal  frames

A  perfect  and  simplified  way  to  help

your  office  create  its  own  brand

MOQ 24 pieces

Lead time: 8-10 weeks

Frames  customized  with  office 's  name

on  temple  and  branding  on  demo  lens.

MOQ 10 SKUs, 10 pieces per SKU

Lead time: 8-10 weeks

Tier 1:  Utilize  BrillenEyes '  House

Collection.   Customize  the  inside  temple

with  your  office 's  name  or  special  brand  at

no  additional  cost.   

 

 

Tier 2:  Choose   frames  within  BrillenEyes '

House  Collection.   Receive  special  pricing

between  30%-50% below  cost  dependent

on  volume.

 

 

 

 

 

EXCLUSIVITY

Frames  are  completely  branded  by

customer ;  demo  lens  logo,  inside  temple

printing,  frame  backing  card  and

barcoding

Frame  colors,  sizes  and  temple  tips  are

customizable

Includes  prototyping  and  final  approval

by  customer

MOQ 5 styles, 150 pieces per style

Lead time: 100-120 days

Frames  are  completely  branded  by

customer ;  demo  lens  logo,  inside  temple

printing,  frame  backing  card,  and

barcoding.   

Includes  hand  sketched  ideas  to  CAD

rendering,  prototyping,  and  final

approval.   

MOQ 5 styles, 300 pieces per style

Lead time from final approval of

prototypes to delivery:  no less than

120 days

Tier 3:   Choose  from  BrillenEyes '  existing

collections.   Make  our  top  sellers  your  own.

 

 

Tier 4:  Our  most  customizable  and

versatile  selection.  Choose  from  our

collections  or  have  our  design  team  create

remarkable  eyewear  based  on  your

direction.   


